


Wanngi is a health management platform that allows you 
to track symptoms, immunisations, set medication 
reminders and manage medical and fitness information, in 
one secure HIPAA Compliant online location.

Wanngi is for people who see multiple doctors who 
currently feel vulnerable and out of control and helpless in 
managing their health.

Wanngi is available for download on the Apple App Store 
and Google Play Store so you can download it straight to 
your phone or your desktop.

Wanngi (pronounced Waan-ji) means alive, living one, 
well, or healthy. 

The Djinang language is spoken in north-central 
Arnhemland (North Northern Territory, Australia) by 
around 300 speakers (based on research provided by The 
Australian Society for Indigenous Languages (AuSIL). 

In this language the word Wanngi means alive, living one, 
well, or healthy. Just like the word, Wanngi the app is 
about life, living, wellness, and most importantly health. 
Wanngi is all about getting you back in control and 
reconnected with your health.

At Wanngi, we believe in promoting and strengthening 
education around indigenous languages to preserve 
them for future generations. 

We are also looking to be using our technology in the 
future to work with indigenous communities to help 
Close The Gap, especially in regard to healthcare.

What does Wanngi mean?
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WHAT WANNGI CAN DO
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Telehealth for Patients
The use of Telehealth services has skyrocketed since the COVID-19 pandemic hit the 
world. Whilst telehealth services are very convenient, they have drawbacks. Your  
treatment may not be coordinated with your regular doctor which could affect 
essential information from your medical history from being considered.

Wanngi is the only health management platform you need to make sure every little 
detail from your health history is shared with your telehealth services provider.

Telehealth is increasingly important and will continue to be an important aspect of
healthcare leading into the future. As part of our response to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Wanngi has developed health reporting functionality for our consumers, sharable from 
any device.

Wanngi can help improve your Diagnosis – Prior to the appointment you can track 
your symptoms and collect your health history in Wanngi then easily share visually on 
the timeline or via the Wanngi health report from your phone to a medical profession-
al allowing you to communicate more effectively with your doctor.

 
Helpful for physicians in order to determine how presenting patients should be 
triaged, giving more reliable information than would be available from memory 
when the patient is stressed. In a home healthcare scenario patients are able to 
export a personal health report to the Clinician and the patient arrange a consult 
based on their data.

TELEHEALTH WITH WANNGI

Telehealth for Physicians



CLINICAL TRIALS

Wanngi is Bringing Consumer Health to Clinical Trials. 

Clinical trials do not have access to patient history, access to 
adverse events within 24 hours, ongoing remote
monitoring with real world evidence. This impacts 
protocols, costs, pre-screening and monitoring. 

Wanngi is a health platform that helps manage all of that 
with real world evidence during clinical trials enabling real 
time data during fast tracked clinical trials.



CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“I was looking for a simple app that I could use to 
track the various aspects of my health. I love  
using the Wanngi app and the things I like the 
most about it is the ability to track immunisa-
tions, medications, diagnostics and pathology in 
one simple to use app. To people that haven’t  
downloaded this app, I would say to them to 
download it and give it a go for a little bit and I 
hope that you enjoy it as much as I have.” 
Nicky Simpson, United Kingdom

“What I’ve learned through all this is that a 
symptom that seems insignificant to you may be 
the piece the doctors need to tie everything 
together. I’ve also learned that you are your best 
health advocate. You know your body better 
than anyone else and you must trust your gut. 
Through Wanngi, this is the first time I’ve felt  
empowered to get a second opinion. Before 
Wanngi, I didn’t have this quantifiable  
information (I’m a statistics nerd). Some doctors 
were able to shrug off my concerns when they’d 
ask how long I’ve been experiencing a symptom 
and how much it hurt. The photo option has also 
been a huge help instead  of digging through my 
Photo albums.”
Kylene, United States

“As a 57 year old citizen of the world, with a heart 
condition, parents from India, born in the UK,  
migrated to Australia and now living in 
Singapore my medical records are spread far and 
wide across the globe. I recently had a  
cancer scare and Wanngi helped capture results 
and share my personal health record quickly and 
consistently with experts in Australia & Singapore 
using a telehealth platform dramatically reduced 
the time, cost and worry associated with  
diagnosing my condition.  
Robert Hicken, Australia



MEET THE FOUNDER

Maree Beare is the founder and CEO of Wanngi, a health management 
platform for people with chronic conditions who see multiple doctors who 
feel vulnerable, out of control and helpless in managing their health.

Maree is passionate about using innovative technology to positively impact 
the lives of others. She is renowned as a forward-thinking leader in the 
technology sector, with extensive experience advising leading organisations 
in transforming their businesses and delivering high-profile technology 
programs.

62% of people don’t have enough information about their health, leading 
to costly health care for everyone. The whole world has moved to telehealth 
and digital health. But how do people then manage all their health records 
in this new digital world? 

So Maree created Wanngi, a health management platform, designed to 
house all of those digital health records. She is helping to shake up the 
digital health space for consumers, by providing a central place for people 
to track their symptoms, their health records and their treatment, so they 
can improve their diagnosis and, and help them have conversations at their 
next medical appointment.

Her work with Wanngi has been 
recognised by Forbes in the top 50 
women-led startups disrupting HealthTech 
and CNET, showing the Australian 
company is becoming a growing influence 
in the digital health sector. 

Maree was also named in the top 100 
Women in Wearables for 2019.   

wanngi.com

Postal Address: 
3/315 Brunswick Street, Fortitude Valley 
Queensland, Australia 4006

Maree Beare: 
(+61) 414 832 066
maree.beare@wanngi.com
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